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Customers Are
Forever
Many companies forget their
customers once the sale Is done,
without realislng that customer
service Is a key dlHerentlator In
a competitive market

RIDIP Roy walked up to his host-
ess, Kavita Khanna. ''As a good
friend, Kavia, you must now buy a
Crysta washing machine," he said
with a laugh. Roy had recently
joined Crysta Industries as its
vice-president (customer serv-

ices) and the dinner had been hosted in
his honour.

Khanna's response was curt. "I do not
want brand choices any more," she said. ''A
washing machine is a washing machine.
From Videocon to Electrolux, they alljust wash
clothes. If there were.differences in the quality
of the wash, everyone would have upgraded
their machines by now."

"What are you looking for in a washing ma-
chine that you haven't still found?" asked Roy.

"Iwanta company that knows how to handle a cus-
tomer," she said. "So, don't tell me about computerised
fuzzy logic or a noiseless drier. Tell me how different your
customer service is. Ifyour company uses an answering ma-
chine to record customer complaints, I am not your prospect."

That exchange set Roy thinking. In Khanna, he had seen a
disillusioned customer, albeit of a competing brand. But he could
see that Khanna was not likely to repeat her brand purchase eas-
ily.He didn't want that to happen to Crysta.

For weeks now, Roy had been thinking about Crysta's future.
As more and more new entrants stepped in, customer interest was

This case study was first published in BW,
7 May 1998.
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declining. Every machine that its rivals sold meant a loss of op-
portunityfor Crysta. But that was a smaller issue. The bigger prob-
lem was retaining Crysta's customers and marketshare. Roy firmly
believed that Crysta's success as a brand lay in customer bonding.
The company had to build relationships, along with the markets.
Importantly, with Crysta planning to enter the areas of refrigera-
tors and dishwashers, the market's faith in the brand depended
on the image generated by the washing machine.

He told his managing director, Abhinay Talwar: "We already
havea vast customer base. But when we launch our new products,
willthey choose our offerings over that of our rivals? Or, say, eight
years from now when they want to replace their washing ma-
chine, will they again buy our brand? Today, we are concerned
about the inroads the competition is making. Our efforts should
be aimed at retaining our existing customers by building a strong
bond with them."

Roy had seen that customers were getting more and more
aware of product usage, whether it was a Crysta washing

machine or anything else. "Let us examine the common
grouses that customers have with the servicing and

product delivery," he said to Girish Vyas, the cus-
tomer services manager. "Customer service is

an integral part of product delivery. It is an as-
surance of product performance from the

manufacturer."
Roy had a unique plan. "Since we

want to ensure that our consumers stay
with the brand, we need to find out
why consumers change their brand,
whatever the product. Let us meet
25 durables users, study their ex-
periences with their current
brands and find out if they are
likely to buy the brand again," he
said to Vyas. "Listen to every re-
spondent carefully and tape her
grievances, if necessary. Then
we will tabulate them across
common issues. The more we
build into our service what they
want, the more difficult will it be
for our rivals to eat into Crysta's
rnarketshare,' he said.

Armed with the brief, Vyas set
out to work. He met a wide spec-

trum of consumer durables users
and listened to their experiences

with their brands. Four weeks later,
Roy heard the taped conversations of

some of the respondents.
• Archana Tull (owner of a water puri-

fier): Look at my water purifier. Last week, a
person came to my house saying my service

contract was up for renewal. Mind you, that was
the first time in 10 months I was seeing anyone

from Purifo. I did not like his barging into my time
without prior notice. But that did not bother him. He

had a listto clear, never mind ifI was in the midst of cooking
lunch.
Iaskedhim about the servicing, since under the maintenance

contract the company should have serviced the unit twice that
year."Youshould have called the company," he said. But that was
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a preventive maintenance contract and it was for the company to
call ani take a date.

Finally, he set about servicing the machine. I found that his han-
dling of the machine was rather clumsy. He dropped the casing
twice and strewed the carbon all over the sink. I discovered that he
was just four months old in the company. Before that he used to sell
plastic boxes. Is this what I get for being your customer?

Then he said the filter candle needed to be changed which I
would have to pay for.That annoyed me. I showed him the contract
which clearly stated that the company would replace the candle
once a year at its cost. He did not know that. Would you believe that?

Clearly, such service contracts are simply a means to make
money. There is no attitude to servicing. He came because it was
February and had targets to complete in terms of contract re-
newals. He came without calling, expecting that we would drop
everything else to serve him. He had no clue what he had to give
the customer for the contract. He messed up my kitchen and did
not even attempt to tidy it up.

The worst was that when I started the machine, the water
would not flow. I was furious. I tore up the contract and told the
guy to leave. Purifo sends incompetent, inexperienced people be-
cause it wants to cut costs. I carry the responsibility of providing
my family a safe, hygienic environment at home, so I am prepared
to pay for preventive maintenance. But what did I get?

But it is a good product and I am an informed consumer who
knows how to work around a manufacturer's inefficiency. I simply
gave the service contract to a private firm. I don't want to have
anything to do with Purifo.

RITIKANT Sharma (credit card holder) :Every month, I re-
ceive a credit card bill and my payment is sent the very
next day. Five months ago, the bill did not come on the
22nd as it normally would reach me by the evening. I re-
ceived the bill 10 days later with a charge of Rs 675 for

overdue interest. I was taken aback and called up the bank again.
But the bank manager argued that the bill had been sent earlier. It
was my word against his.

I wrote to Monet Bank, protesting against this undue charge.
Eventually, after six letters from me, including one to the manag-
ing director, the bank "waived" the interest. But I was left with a
bitter taste in the mouth. I wondered why the bank did this to me.
Did I deliberately delay payment? I had this card for three years
and not once had I defaulted on payment.

I also wondered if the bank considered the cost ofthis argu-
ment with me. Was it worth the Rs 675?Whywas the customer not
right this time? And what about all those times when I paid four
days before the due date? I was amazed by the way the bank
treated me like an errant schoolboy. Since then I have not felt
good about using the Monet credit card.

Worse, every month the bill continues to show the overdue in-
terest and every month there is a fresh exchange ofletters on the
matter. Only last week I received an invitation to become a mem-
ber of another credit card company. I am planning to surrender
the Monet card.
• Divya Mathur (owner of awashing machine): You say I am an
important customer of Crysta. Great. But for your customer service
cell, I am just a number. For six months now, I have been having
problems with the washing machine. Last month, when I called to
follow up on an old complaint about the motor, the lady who took
the call asked me to repeat the details again: model number, date of
purchase, etc. When I pointed out that all these details had been
given several times before and all she needed to do was check the
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complaint order number, her response was shocking, "May be, but I
can't boot the system. I am only standing in for someone who has
not reported today, so you have to give the details again," she said.

Tell me, what am I getting for being your customer? Respect?
Good handling? No. Now you come here and ask me personal de-
tails like family income, number of members, husband's designa-
tion at his job. You still haven't told me why you need all this infor-
mation. You are researching. Are you collecting this information
to help me or your company?

Then there was the problem with the V-belt. Within a day of re-
placing it, there were some creaking sounds. The engineer said he
would have to wait for the senior supervisor to examine it. Rea-
son? "We recently changed our supplier and all his pieces are
turning out to be defective." I was taken aback. It frightened me to
know that there was no quality check at your end. We outsource a
lot of stuff for our garment business, but every button and needle
is checked before it is used. We are not a multinational, just an old
family managed business.

ADHIKAIyer (schoolteacher): That feeling for the cus-
tomer is simply not there. The customer is not a person
but a collective noun. If the customer was important,
wouldn't my water purifier company tell me when it
changed the service agent? When I called the number in

my contract card, I discovered that the number now belonged to a
courier company. I had to call the head office in Mumbai and get
the new service agent's number in Delhi.

Is this fair? Or does it matter? I guess the company's attitude
was, "if a customer needs service, let her break her back and
spend money to find out who the new agent is". The only mo-
tives are profits and sales volumes. Not customer loyalty and
service. Therefore, a customer is one why buys your product, not
only who has bought your product. Once you have bought the
product you are a 'has been'. Why would you, or anybody else,
want to invest energy in a set of people to whom a sale has been
made? You spend energy as long as a sale is not made. Once a
sale is done, it is for the customer to invest energy in sustaining
his relationship with the manufacturer. Isn't that how it is? The
manufacturer's attitude is - you need me more than I need you,
so guess who should work harder?

And every once in a while, there is a new face at my door asking
me if I own a Zento purifier. Dammit, don't you have a customer file
to giveyou that answer? No, he says.We go from door to door. Splen-
did. Then what do you do with all the data you collect?And every one
of these men asks me the same questions: when did you buy it,what
is your model number, is it working properly? The worst is: "What is
your address?" Idon't care what the information is being used for.But
I don't want to be disturbed for information which you already have.

We believe that because India now manufactures Coke and
Mercedes, we have progressed. But this new market is no different
from the grey market, where you can buy anything but cannot ex-
pect service. For instance, I bought a packet of macaroni which
said I had to boil it in 250 ml of water. I did that, but after the pre-
scribed five minutes of boiling, there was enough water left in the
pan. I then boiled it for another three minutes, and the pasta dis-
solved into a unrecognisable mass.

One day, I met someone who worked for this macaroni com-
pany. I told him about my experience. He said I should let the pan
rest for five minutes after turning off the heat and the residual wa-
ter would get absorbed. That worked. Couldn't the company have
said so on the pack? Or is it cheaper to let the consumer invest in
learning? Does the company use experienced hands-on cooks
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while designing these products or are they MBAs who can't tell a
stove from a cigarette lighter?

I bought a jar of mayonnaise the other day. The label said it
should be used within six months. Ofwhat? Of the date of manufac-
ture or the date of opening the seal? Do I refrigerate it or not? It takes
us back to what I said before; once the sale has been made, the con-
sumer does not matter anymore. The sale was not on the customer's
involvement, loyalty or satisfaction. It never was and it will never be.
• DipankarBaruah (pager owner): There are numerous messages
that are flashed on the pager to announce the sale of wedding suits,
printers, shoes, or TVprogrammes, or updates on cricket scores.
These messages usually send out a single short beep. Only personal
messages are announced with a long continuous beep. Last week, I
was distracted by six ad messages for a chocolate. And all of them
were long beeps. It made me mad because I was in the midst of
meetings with clients and that kind of triviality is distracting.

The pager is a great device. It helps me catch messages which I
would otherwise have missed. But I don't want it to distract me
during a meeting. Please respect my privacy. The pager is for my
convenience, not for the convenience of callous advertisers. Now,
I leave the pager with the secretary and she calls me only if the
message is a personal one.

Tellme, has the advertiser benefited? He sought to get his mes-
sages across to 150,000 subscribers at one go. It appears to me that
my pager has become a cheap medium for advertising. Since it
has done me the favour of selling me the pager, the pager operator
can pass on my personal details to advertisers without even ask-
ing me. The pager is a private medium of communication, not a
public address system like a radio.

We have allowed a million new products to enter the country,
but along with that we have not allowed the market mindset to
evolve or grow. So, few people realise that the customer needs to
be treated with respect.
• Beryl Dias (owner of a laser printer): This printer cost me
Rs 28,000. It was not funded by my company. I saved for it for a year.
Let me tell you, saving that kind of money was not easy. Iwanted the
best, which is what I thought I got when I bought it. It worked very
well and I know it is a good product. But that is where my ecstasy
ends.

One day, the paper jammed and I needed help. So I called up
the company. The lady who took the call said: "You will have to
bring the printer here, we are not going to come there." That was
very hostile, I felt. However, I expressed surprise that their service
engineers would not come to my home. The lady gave me a silly
reason: "Ifyour mixie breaks down wouldn't you take it to the serv-
ice centre?" Maybe she took the liberty to talk down to me because
I was a woman and because I operated a home office. But there's a
world of a difference between a Rs 2,500 mixie and a Rs 28,000
printer. But she was surly from the word go.Worse, their office was
located very far from where I lived and going there would mean
wasting my entire morning.

But her surly behaviour angered me the most. I recall how the
sales engineers hovered around me when I had first contacted the
company for a brochure. For three weeks, someone from the
company would call me practically daily. They virtually pushed
me into buying the printer. I remember I still had the last Rs 1,500
to save up, when they decided to give me a Rs 1,000 discount to
hasten my decision. I was mesmerised by their sales pitch. Today,
I am just a statistic. I can almost hear them saying: "You have no
choice. If your printer is not working, that's your problem. If you
live afar, that's also your problem!"

I had not considered the after-sales trauma when I bought the
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printer. Like other products, I assumed that the
company would come home to repair it. They
did not tell me about their service terms at the
time of the sale. It was not important, I guess.
For all they wanted was my Rs 28,000.

To repair the printer, I went through an
agent who lost my complaint order papers,
forgotto intimate the company about the part
Iwanted and made me wait for four weeks be-
fore the printer was repaired. And then I dis-
coveredthat it hadn't been repaired at all.That's
when I decided that I wouldn't have anything to
dowith the company ever again. I sold that printer
and bought another brand after ascertaining that
therewas a service agent close by.Myoid printer may have
been state-of-the-art, but the real differentiator is the effort a firm is
willingto put into customer service.
• Valdehi Chari (owner ofa dishwasher): I was looking for a
dishwasher and visited several dealers. Although an advertise-
ment had announced a festival discount on a particular brand, it
was not available anywhere. Then I found one dealer who had a
displaypiece. But he knew nothing about the machine. He had no
clue about its capacity, its water consumption, or even its ability
toworkunder low water pressure. He did not even have the prod-
uct brochure. Even as I asked him questions, he simply walked
awayto attend to another customer.

Eventually, I bought another brand, for three reasons. One, it
wasaffordable; two, it was a desktop model; and three, because it
washed dishes. But the sale was made not by the salesman, but a
friendwho was a satisfied user. Strangely, she had warned me that
the sales staff knew nothing about the product.

The demo was sketchy - I was left to learn a lot on my own
about stacking the dishes, about rinsing, about pre-wash, about
different brands of detergent. The detergent pack simply said:
'Followmanufacturer's instructions'. The manufacturer did not
have enough copies of the instruction manual. I feel that manu-
facturers today know only how to make a sale. They don't know
howto handle their customer after that.
• ShaIomeVaz (owner of a music system): I have a poor view of
the new entrants, which is why I refuse to buy any of these new
music systems. My brother bought one of these complicated CD
players from a high-flying Japanese firm. A year later, one of the
speakers developed a fault. When he took it to the service agent,
the engineer charged him Rs 900 for the service. He kept the sys-
temfor four weeks and returned it saying it was back in order.

Threemonths later, the same speaker failed again. This time, the
engineer said a particular part had to be replaced and that would
costus Rs4,000.When you pay Rs 16,000 for a CD player, you had
betterbe ready to pay for expensive parts. But when the bill came,
the engineer had again charged Rs 900 as service charge. That was
whenwegot mad. The last time, he had simply made do with the old
partbecause he did not have stocks of the spare part. How were we
responsible?Whydid we have to pay Rs 900 again? The service com-
pany stood its ground. As for us, we wanted our Rs 16,000 player
backsowe grudgingly paid the Rs 900. But you can see how we were
beingtaken for a ride. I guess these foreign players see Indians as ig-
norant,gullibleand desperate for their products.

Roywas amazed. He had heard many such complaints at so-
cialgatherings and from family members. At that time, they had a
differentflavour. Now, in the context of his research, he saw these
people as customers, prospective users. Brand loyalty was not
merelya function of product satisfaction, he realised.

The products these people were talking about were mostly the
new offerings of a liberalised economy. In a span of only five years,
a great number of new products had inundated the market. But,
as some respondents rightly assessed, the manufacturers had
only focussed on the sale, moving from one sale to another, leav-
ing the customer holding the product. they had done little to offer
after sales care. Not after sales service, but after sales care. That
was critical in forging a lasting relationship with the consumer.

E
VEN among products that were not new to the Indian mar-
ket, like refrigerators, he could see the rush to grab only vol-
umes. Specifically, none of the innovations introduced in
the newer models was being translated into real benefits by
fitting it into the customer's needs. He recalled the time

when he bought a four-door refrigerator. His wife had asked the
service engineer how the bigger, deep freezer compartment could
be put to use. The engineer simply told her to buy a cookbook that
gave details of freezing. "It is ideally suited for freezing large
amounts of meat, so you don't have to go outto buy it every time you
need it," he had added as an afterthought.

For the vegetarian Roys,the fridge suddenly seemed a waste. His
wife felt she could freeze vegetarian food also but the service engi-
neer had no idea hew that was done. "Youwill learn as you go along,"
he said. That was what she did. She spoke to friends and discovered
that she would have to invest in deep freezer boxes and ziplock bags.

Royhad wondered why the manufacturer had not added value
by producing booklets on freezing or offering a set offreezer boxes
as a promotional offer. That would have helped the brand gain
real value in the minds of users, he felt.

That was what bothered him very much at Crysta too. Merely
manufacturing a product to meet basic needs hardly required for-
eign technology, he felt. If these were really global brands, why were
they not taking pains to address the real needs of the consumers?

So soaps, shampoos, washing machines and refrigerators were
being offered in an underdeveloped market without consulting the
consumer. "Wejust assumed two things," Roysaid toVyas."That the
propensity to consume and purchasing power existed here. Every-
one thought there is hunger, so feed it. But how many of these prod-
ucts actually fitted into the needs of the consumer? Specifically, did
any of these companies consider life after a sale?"

Roywas going to change a lot at Crysta. He wrote to Talwar: "A
sale is not complete when the receipt for the cheque is issued. Asale
is never complete. It remains alive for the life of the machine and the
buyer. The customer is forever. That cost is the most critical invest-
ment for the next sale. Can we strengthen our mission to read, 'Our
customer is forever, we will forge and sustain a relationship, like our
relationship with our employees'?" _
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ANALYSIS I: DAG BEN ET

Relate To The Customer
Dag Bennet is deputy director, Centre for Research in Marketing, London South Bank University. He's also a
visiting professor at CEU Luis Vives in Madrid and the University of South Australia.

EOPLE don't stop buying from a
ompany because they find an-

other company with a better prod-
uct. They stop buying because they
feel their company doesn't love

them anymore. Tridip Roy is discovering
how companies and customers relate to
each other.

It may be stretching it a bit to talk about
the customer Icompany relationship as one
based on love, but the customer comments
in the research are full of emotion, feeling
and longing for something more. Most of
the comments are also quite personal and
not just because the company representa-
tive was human, but because people find it
very difficult to have a relationship with a
'company' or an inanimate object. This is
one of the reasons companies spend so
much time and effort on developing brand
'personalities'. It'swhat people can relate to.

The research subjects here are peeved
at a company or its representative - which
they rightly perceive as one and the same.
The comments are negative because these
people feel they have been let down. And
while they have an 'I can top that flavour',
they illustrate the problems firms face in a
world of increasing product parity - cus-
tomer sophistication and expectations are
rising when competitive activity is increas-
ing. Witness the comment, "a washing ma-
chine is a washing machine". They may be
wrong to some degree, but it is the percep-
tion that is critical; to this person, all wash-
ing machines are the same. Any supplier
that talks to her about product attributes
misses the point because she has gone be-
yond the product to consider other issues
such as how she feels about the company
and the quality of her relationship with it.
She feels she is being taken for granted and
this makes her angry.
• Conditioning, SavvinessAnd Sophis-
tication. Consumers rapidly become con-

ditioned to competitive activity such as
advertising, promotional activity and trial
offers. With experience, they also become
sophisticated evaluators of products; they
expect what they buy to do what it is sup-
posed to. In a competitive world, if prod-
ucts don't satisfy them, customers switch.

Sophistication manifests itself in sev-
eral ways. For example, there is usually a
big difference between first and second-
time buyers of office equipment in the at-
tributes they rate highly. First-time buyers
usually place price at the top of their con-
siderations. Second-time buyers usually
place price in the top five or so, but they
rate other attributes such as reliability,
performance and service higher.

contact with customers. The impression
they convey is that they don't know what
they are doing. It is easy to see how danger-
ous it is for a company which may receive
thousands of phone calls each day. A mis-
handled phone call here and there isn't so
important. But for the jndividual customer,
a mishandled complaint or service call is
100% of their current contact with the
company. Clearly, each call is much more
important to the client than to the firm.
• NotA Matter Of Good Ltick. Good cus-
tomer service is designed into company
operations and reflects corporate philoso-
phy. Only now are managers waking up to
the fact that service is vitally dependent
upon people and that people cannot be

Rational firms try to ensure their prod-
ucts are at least as good as their competi-
tors'. And they also try to come up with im-
provements that give some sort of
advantage, however fleeting. Customers
expect all products, from CDs to shampoo,
to evolve. Furthermore, with competitors
always trying to do something new, the
customer can ask: "What have you done
for me lately?" Failure to convincingly an-
swer the question means not only that the
customer feels let down in the relation-
ship, it probably also means a lost sale.
• Customer's Contract Point. It seems
the main problem with customer service in
this case is that the various companies
cited have placed poorly motivated, incon-
siderate or even untrained staff in direct
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viewed as interchangeable cogs in the cor-
porate machinery. At least, not if they are
going to effectively handle the client -com-
pany relationship. In this case, the un-
happy stories come from sophisticated,
experienced customers who have to deal
with unfeeling, unthinking cogs.

Customer service, therefore, must be-
gin at the philosophical level, recognising
that anyone at the point of contact with
customers must be trained in all aspects of
the product or service, must be empow-
ered to take decisions to resolve problems
and, above all, must view customer service
as critical to the success of the firm. This
requires management attention, time and
resources.

Tridip Roy is beginning to get the first
inklings of the problem ahead of him. He
may be beginning to see that 'relationship
fatigue' is really just the most obvious sign
that customer service is not integral to the
firm's operations. Which is another way of
saying that the two parties have grown
tired of each other. Or, they don't love each
other anymore. I
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ANALYSIS II: SUNDER HEMRAJANI

Heed Complaints Diligently
Sunder Hemrajani is executive director (sales), South Asia Business Unit, PepsiCo India Holdings.

lIBERAUSATIONof the Indian econ-
omy brought about a dramatic
change in the market. A number of
new players, including multination-
als, entered the country, thereby giv-

ing customers a choice like never before.
From a sellers' market it became a buyers'
paradise where the final verdict on the
brand is the customer's. Kavita Khanna de-
liveredher verdict when she said: "I do not
wantbrand choices any more."

The proliferation of brands and models
has indeed confused the customer. To cus-
tomers like Khanna, tangible features like
fuzzy logic or a noiseless drier, which
played an important role in the sellers'
market of yore, cannot be the key differen-
tiators. It is indeed an intangible factor like
customer service which is going to deter-
minebrand choice.

This is a lesson Roy learns at the begin-
ning of his stint as vice-president (cus-
tomer service) at Crysta Industries. Roy re-
aIisesthat in the business of white goods,
where competition is present, retaining
customers is of utmost importance since
the cost of gaining a new customer or re-
gaininga lost one is going to be prohibitive.

The impending entry of Crysta into the
refrigerators and dishwashers business
presents Roywith an opportunity to lever-
age the brand equity built through cus-
tomersatisfaction on washing machines in
pushing new product categories. In an era
ofchanging lifestyles and exchange offers,
a reduced purchase cycle should enable
thecompany to sell to the same customer if
itcould satisfy the customer about several
issuesduring the life of the appliance.

Roy's attempt to study users of con-
sumerdurables is meant to understand the
driversof customer satisfaction which lead
tobrand loyalty and enable Crysta to get a
customer for life. The feedback Roy gets
fromthe respondents is quite clear. It high-
lightsall the underlying factors that con-
tributeto customer satisfaction. Unsatisfac-
tory purchase experiences and sketchy
demonstrations created a wariness in
VaidehiChari's mind when she wanted a
dishwasher. It is well known that in white
good,the decision making process culmi-
nates in the shop and effective demonstra-
tionslead to a favourable purchase decision.

For that matter, delayed delivery and in-
stallation can lead to dissatisfaction and
loss of sale and goodwill. Divya Mathur's ex-
perience with a Crysta washing machine
and Radhika Iyers with macaroni left them
highly dissatisfied with the product they
had bought. Brands are expected to deliver
what they promise. Any erosion in perform-
ance delivery can be a source of irritation in
establishing long- term relationships.

Archana Tuli, Beryl Dias and Shalome
Vaz are victims of poor after-sales service.
Tuli's experience with the water purifying
machine highlights the role of human re-
sources in establishing customer relation-
ships. Apart from the failure of the after sales
service process, it underscores the need for
training in products, services and handling
of customer complaints. Service contracts
cannot be used only as revenue enhance-
ment tools. Customer complaints offer op-
portunities to regain customer trust and to
identify areas for improvement. In a com-
petitive world, grievance handling is an op-
portunity to earn loyalty and a tool for brand
building. Fewer complaints and lower satis-
faction can be a silent killer. Organisations
like Crysta would need to:
• Handle complaints in a manner that re-
gains customer trust as fully as possible. The
company's response should be prompt, fair
and courteous.
• Use a systematic process to receive, doc-
ument and analyse formal and informal
complaints, identify underlying causes and
translate the findings into corrective or pre-
ventive actions.
• Measure complaint resolution through
appropriate indices, such as percentage of
complaints resolved on first contact, re-
sponse time and actions taken. The results
should be tracked and used to derive im-
provement.

A requisite for building a lasting rela-
tionship is 'customer care', which is the way
in which a company deals with a customer
after a product purchase. It goes beyond
product quality and fulfilling the basic
needs. Monet Bank lost Ritikant Sharma as
a result of not caring. Customer care can be
enhance through education programmes,
product brochures, and simply by being
polite and courteous. The product care
booklets ensure involvement with the
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brand and lead to repeat purchases. The
'care' philosophy also addresses issues like
respect and trust in the customer relation-
ship. The pager and the printer companies
violated "thesenorms.

Customer satisfaction is the trust meas-
ure of a company's quality. Excellence in
customer satisfaction is the key driver and
measure 'of success. It is the foundation on
which profitable businesses are built and
sustained. This requires knowing cus-
tomers and their expectations thoroughly.
Knowing customers, in turn, allows com-
panies to establish standards and require-
ments to manage relationships effectively.

A customer is best satisfied when she
least expects it. Most organisations stagnate
around very basic customer satisfaction lev-
els - that is,meeting basic customer expec-
tation is considered adequate. Successful
companies enhance satisfaction by moving
beyond customer expectations - by antici-
pating needs and surpassing them with su-
perior products and by introducing sur-
prises into the service programme.

Had the printer company given Beryl
Dias a service call through a mobile serv-
ice van within hours, or given her a serv-
ice printer if the defective one had to be
taken away, Beryl would have been
delighted. A free service call outside war-
ranty, or an unexpected zero-interest fi-
nance option at the point of sale can send
satisfaction soaring.

As the customer is singled out for de-
light, the ripple effect will spread to many
new potential customers. Companies
should be prepared to delight the customer
again and again, thereby increasing satis-
faction at each encounter with the cus-
tomer. Yet. delight today is expectation to-
morrow. Therefore, Roy would need to
continuously listen to customers' expecta-
tions and delight them. Crystan can be suc-
cessful only if customers select its prod-
ucts over its competitors. Giving them
reasons to do so will be a priority. In fact,
maintaining customer focus will be the
common thread woven through the com-
pany's strategic architecture. A score in ex-
cess of90% on satisfaction drivers will be
an ambitious, but not an impossible, tar-
get. With that, Crysta will retain customers
like Kavita Khanna for life. _


